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1.0  INTRODUCTION
Villages are structured and shaped by various components:  The Village as a whole; 
its’ distinct districts; and people and their activities.  The visual quality or legibility of 
these components dictates the recognition and organization of a coherent Village 
pattern.

Legibility is a crucial concept in the structuring of a coherent Village pattern.  A 
legible Village would be one whose districts (recognizable and common character), 
landmarks (reference points and key destinations), nodes (focal points) edges (natural 
and built boundaries) and corridors (roads, walkways, trails, etc.) are easily identified 
and grouped into an overall pattern.  Throughout history, these elements have been 
used to structure, identify and characterize the urban environment and establish clear 
patterns of entry, movement, visual reference, character, social life and experience – in 
short – a sense of place.  

As the Village of Ryley considers future community enhancement initiatives, it is 
important that existing conditions and patterns within the community are assessed 
and integrated with future public and private enhancements in a coherent and well-
defined manner. Through the development of a Community Placemaking Master Plan 
(CPMP), an integrated planning and design approach can be established to assess and 
define current patterns of use – physical, cultural, and social – and how to maintain 
or enhance these patterns to affect quality of life and sense of place for the Village 
of Ryley.  Pattern enhancements can be developed through physical improvements, 
programming, partnerships, and people. 

The benefits of a CPMP include:

• Sustains and Defines Community Identity - establishing community ownership, 
organization, involvement, integrity, management and pride.

• Supports and Enhances the Local Economy – establishing an improved diversity 
for entrepreneurship, goods, services and employment.

• Builds and Creates Opportunities for Meaningful Contact - establishing 
improved social interaction, cultural exposure and cohesion, and information 
exchange.

• Improves Accessibility - establishing a safe, secure and more walkable and 
pedestrian-oriented community based on a diversity of well-defined nodes and 
interconnections between different areas of the community. 

• Promotes a Sense of Place and Comfort – establishing a visually and physically 
coherent community, structured through an integrated use of Village components 
that create a sense of safety, security, sustainability, culture, belonging and place.

• A Community for All People - establishing a range of places within the community 
that promote a diversity of activities, uses and variation for all people - ethnically, 
generationally and culturally.

Key objectives of the CPMP are to:

• Develop a CPMP that establishes a shared vision for place-making; fosters 
community interest and pride; and develops consensus for specific placemaking 
planning and design directions.

• Identify and illustrate CPMP initiatives that build community legibility (via districts, 
landmarks, nodes, edges, and corridors); define an integrated community pattern; 
strengthen sense of place; and capture and celebrate those qualities (i.e., 
geography, history, culture, and lifestyle) that make Ryley unique.  

• Establish an outline of CPMP initiative priorities and identify potential 
implementation projects to act as ‘quick start’ projects and catalysts/templates for 
future community enhancement, including a description of where action needs to 
be taken, who will be responsible, potential sources of funding, staging/timetable, 
and how progress and results will be measured (i.e. achievement recognition 
system), for Community Placemaking Master Plan implementation. 

• Adopt the CPMP as a ‘living document’ - defining (on a yearly basis) the potential 
next stages of component design development and implementation based on 
community input, in conjunction with capital/operational funding of municipal 
projects - or - public/private development/redevelopment projects – or - as a 
reference resource for the zoning and permit approval of private development 
projects. 

• Establish Village Administration and/or a Steering Committee to be the “Keepers 
of the Plan” to maintain momentum and resolve problems as they arise.
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2.0  COMMUNITY PLACEMAKING MASTER PLAN - PROCESS & FORMAT
The CPMP, was established through the following planning and design process:

1. Project Start-Up (June 2022)

2. Background Document & Research (July 2022)

3. Council Workshop (July 2022)

4. Draft CPMP Package (August 2022)

1. Village Administration & Council Review (September 19, 2022) 

2. Public Open House (September 26, 2022)

3. CPMP Package Refinement (September 2022)

1. Final Draft CPMP Package Submission (October 2022)

2. Final Submission and Council Adoption (October 17, 2022)

The CPMP is organized as follows:

Section 1.0 - Introduction

This section provides an overview of what an CPMP is and the key objectives.

Section 2.0 – CPMP – Process & Format

This section provides an overview of the CPMP process and the format established for 
the document.  

Section 3.0 - Essence & Theme 

This section identifies the essences or base elements that provide the Village of 
Ryley its distinct ‘sense of place.’ These essences also coalesce to establish coherent 
themes that provide inspiration and direction to the Community Placemaking Master.  

Section 4.0 – Plan Principles, Criteria and Design Guidelines

This section outlines the key principles, criteria and base design guidelines that 
address existing community conditions and supplement key enhancement initiatives 
presented in the Community Placemaking Framework.

Section 5.0 - Community Placemaking Framework 

This section provides a comprehensive outline of Master Plan enhancement ideas 
based on a defined framework (Districts, Landmarks, Nodes, Edges, and Corridors) of 
existing community patterns and future integration opportunities with future public and 
private enhancement initiatives in a coherent and well-defined manner. 

Section 6.0 – Plan Implementation and Next Steps

This section provides a proposed action and implementation program for the CPMP
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PHASE 1 - WHERE ARE WE NOW?

PHASE 2 - WHERE DO WE WANT TO GO?

NOTE:

PHASE 3 - HOW DO WE GET THERE?

This document version (draft submission - August 2022) is currently at 
Phase 1 - Item 4. The process flow chart will be updated with each document 
circulation to the Village Administration and Council. 



3.0 ESSENCE AND THEME
Establishing a shared vision and direction in the development of a CPMP for the 
Village of Ryley requires a well-defined understanding of the key essences and 
themes that currently exist within the community or that are either perceived 
indistinguishable or absent from the community - however that define the desired 
future perceptions and directions for the community.  The following essences and 
themes have been established through a physical review of the community and 
background document and plan reviews. Future Council, Administration and 
community input is required to validate this information.

3.1 ESSENCE
Creating a distinct and positive ‘sense of place’- - or Place-making - - involves not only 
understanding the needs, lifestyle and aspirations of the community, it also includes 
determining the base elements or ‘essences’ of our sensory experience of the place 
- - the predominant colours, textures, patterns, materials, forms, sounds and smells 
that occur in the surrounding natural and built environment.  If these essences are 
distilled and drawn upon during the design process, they can be used to inform the 
design, creating a better ‘fit’ with place.  Good urban design should acknowledge and 
celebrate a broad range of essences and contextual elements.

The concept of ‘essences’ can also include the psychological ‘state of mind/body’ of 
a place – for those living in the area and visitors alike.  Consideration must be given 
to how place-making initiatives could enhance existing perceptions of the community 
and address the negative perceptions to create more balance and direction within the 
community.
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Colours: 

• Agricultural fields/millet wheat - (golden yellows, greenish yellows, pale yellows, 
light-mid tone oranges)

• Local/heritage colours – Barns, CP Rail, Grain Elevators, distressed wood, (Bright 
Reds, pale browns, light grey)

• Community inspired colours - (various bright – sky blues, painted white wood, 
deep/bright greens, pale green)

ESSENCE
Etymology: Middle English, from Middle French & Latin;  
Middle French, from Latin essentia, from esse to be.
1 a : the permanent as contrasted with the accidental element of being b : 
the individual, real, or ultimate nature of a thing especially as opposed to its 
existence c : the properties or attributes by means of which something can 
be placed in its proper class or identified as being what it is  2 : something 
that exists : ENTITY  
3 a (1) : a volatile substance or constituent (as of perfume) (2) : a constituent or 
derivative possessing the special qualities (as of a plant or drug) in concen-
trated form; also : a preparation of such an essence or a synthetic substitute 
b : ODOR, PERFUME 4 : one that possesses or exhibits a quality in abun-
dance as if in concentrated form <she was the essence of punctuality> - in 
essence : in or by its very nature : ESSENTIALLY, BASICALLY <was in essence 
an honest person> - of the essence : of the utmost importance <time is of the 
essence>

Definition Retrieved from Merriam Webster Dictionary



Materials:

• Metals (agricultural influence – steel and iron)

• Warm natural materials (rough cut timber - western heritage, post and beam 
framing/fencing) 

• Red and white painted wood (mimic existing facade treatments)

• Use of lighting and colours (create distinct ambiance) 

Forms:

• Landscape (native species, )

• Railway (train / train cart, stagecoach, train tracks)

• Community parks & recreation (groups of people walking/running outdoors, 
cycling, playing soccer, sitting on bench, gathering)

• Wooden Structures (gazebos, split rail fencing) 

• Ryley Agriculture (wheat grass, large open plains - spanning fields of crops)

Textures/Patterns: 

• Agricultural Fields + Forms (wheat grass, large open plains, prairie sunset)

• Winding Trails (long linear shapes)

• Robust and industrial timbers

• Exposed galvanized or power boater metals (iron/steel)
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3.2 THEME
The base elements or essences of a place coalesce into coherent themes, which 
combine to define a ‘sense of place’. These themes provide inspiration and direction 
to the CPMP process and, more importantly, relevance, meaning, originality and vitality 
to future community development and enhancement. The utilization of themes in 
planning and design is not a direct, literal translation of forms or ideas, but an indirect 
reference which may not be immediately—or ever—apparent to the onlooker, but 
which subtlety informs and crystallizes the Plan and development and enhancement 
design. 

The design process and the relationship between the essences and the themes are 
not strictly linear; rather, they are a web of relationships that create a multitude of 
meanings, impressions, forms, and possibilities for effective urban design.

The proposed design themes for defining ‘sense of place’ for Ryley include: 

• The Canadian National Railway. 

• Rural Meets Community.

• Community Gardens / Planters.

• Recreational Hub (Health and Wellness).

• Authentic and Inclusive Community (people, business, etc.). 

• Four Season Village (multi-seasonal activities / festivals).

• Community Spirit (support of local artists/community murals).

In addition, themes can also build upon the perceived inadequacies or missing 
qualities of the community that fulfill and/or generate community interest, pride, 
participation and continued growth and quality of life within Ryley.

Proposed additional design themes for enhancing quality of life and sense of place in 
Ryley include:

• Diversity of Recreational Activities for All Ages. 

• An Inclusive and Accessible Community. 

• Downtown Vibrancy and Active Frontage.

• Walkability and Connectivity. 

• Future Growth (capability to support a variety of new developments). 

• Economic Diversity - commercial, agricultural, healthcare, hospitality, industry & 
tourism; and

• Importance of Respecting Local Heritage and Character – Pacific railway, veteran 
influence, agriculture, etc. 

Selected themes need to capture, promote, and brand the unique qualities of Ryley 
in a meaningful, clear, and concise approach that needs no explanation. The themes 
also need to be easily accepted and translatable for both the community and local 
businesses.
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THEME
Pronunciation: ‘theME
Function: noun
Etymology: Middle English teme, theme, from Middle French & Latin; Middle 
French teme, from Latin thema, from Greek, literally, something laid down, 
from tithenai to place. 1 a : a subject or topic of discourse or of artistic repre-
sentation b : a specific and distinctive quality, characteristic, or concern <the 
campaign has lacked a theme> 2 : STEM 4 3 : a written exercise : COMPOSI-
TION <a research theme> 4 : a melodic subject of a musical composition or 
movement
Definition Retrieved from Merriam Webster DictionaryDefinition Retrieved 
from Merriam Webster Dictionary



4.0 PLAN PRINCIPLES, CRITERIA AND DESIGN GUIDELINES
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This section outlines the key principles, criteria and base design guidelines that 
address existing community conditions and supplement key enhancement initiatives 
presented in Section 5.0 Community Placemaking Framework.

4.1 PLAN PRINCIPLES AND CRITERIA
The following CPMP principles and criteria have been established to guide future 
community planning, development, and enhancement. The Beaver County Municipal 
Development Plan has been used as the basis for the following principles. Rationale 
for each principle is provided and specific planning criteria are described on which 
evaluation of the proposed community development and enhancement will occur. 
When effectively applied, the principles and criteria will ensure that all new CPMP 
development and enhancements will deliver on the Village’s vision. Each principle and 
the associated criteria are described further below and apply equally to the CPMP, as 
well as individual future development and enhancement, unless otherwise identified. 
Implementing and ensuring these principles and criteria are utilized for future 
development will assist in defining the Village’s needs beyond the MDP. Applying the 
following principles and criteria will form a variety of meanings, impressions, forms, 
and possibilities for effective future design within the Village.  

CPMP Principles are concepts that guide decisions about the future development and 
enhancement for the community. 

Plan Criteria outlines the specific planning direction that will be evaluated for each 
principle. 

PRINCIPLE 1: VIBRANT VILLAGE DISTRICTS

Rationale: Establishing well-defined Village District is essential to making Ryley an 
attractive place to live and work. Village District development provides the ability to 
define specific areas of use (e.g., Highway corridor, downtown, residential, industrial, 
parks, recreation and open space) and identify specific district enhancements that 
support sustainable (environment, social, economic)growth; improve community life, 
living, heath and wellness, and promote community uniqueness.

Criteria: Social Interaction

Village District development and enhancement defines and creates a variety of 
community hubs for social gathering, networking and activity; opportunities for 
inclusion and cultural exchange; improves community connectivity; fosters and 
enhances daily and year-round activities within the community; enhances street/park 
life and activity; and supports a positive sensory and human focused environment.

Criteria: Vibrant Economy

Supporting the enhancement of specific districts within the Village that are key to  
local economy growth is a critical component of the CPMP.  These districts should 
maintain and enhance  opportunities for small-scale entrepreneurship; synergistic 
business development between local and regional industries and agriculture; focus 
on a diversity and unique upscaled/boutique quality in the goods available within 
the Village; promote and attract highway travelers into the community; support local 
ownership and value; create more desirable jobs within the Village; build a stronger 
marketplace and tax revenue; and establish a destination.

Criteria: Character & Identity

Essence and Theme development is a key focus of the CPMP and should be assessed 
and considered with each development and enhancement initiative to maintain 
uniqueness and support sense of place.

Criteria: Visual Aesthetics

The application of the Community Placemaking Framework and essence and theme 
components to existing and future Village development will nurture and visually define 
community identity, cohesion, legibility, spirit, and sense of place.

Criteria: Preserve and Enhance Natural Areas and Park Space

To ensure future generations enjoy what the Village of Ryley provides - existing parks, 
open space, and natural areas need to be preserved and protected - integrating 
ecological systems and green infrastructure development and enhancements into the 
community.

PRINCIPLE 2: CONNECTIVITY & INTEGRATION

Rationale: Enhancing community connectivity involves the establishment of safe, 
secure, accessible, and inclusive community corridors. Through the development of 
a community framework, a hierarchy of key corridors and nodes can be defined to 
address current connectivity issues within and between specific Village Districts. 

Criteria: Safety, Security and Barrier-free Accessibility

Establishing a safe, secure, and more walkable and pedestrian-oriented community, 
a diversity of well-defined nodes in different areas of the community. This can be 
achieved through the development of Complete/Green Streets, Safe Journey Routes 
and an Active Transportation network that interconnects key districts within the 
community, while introducing district components that enhance quality of life and 
sense of place.  Future connectivity should be considered through future operating 
(e.g., infrastructure improvements/upgrading) and capital improvement projects. 

Criteria: Health & Wellness

Protecting and enhancing parks, open space, and natural areas to support inclusivity 
and enhance physical and mental well-being of all residents. 

Criteria: Parks and Open Space Integration

Parks, open spaces, and natural areas are to be preserved, enhanced, and integrated 
into the community corridor network to support safe, secure, inclusive, and accessible 
routes. 

Criteria: Wayfinding

Establishing a consistent and well-defined community wayfinding system is an 
important component of community placemaking and community corridor network 
development.  Wayfinding signage (both vehicular and pedestrian) provides the 
added support to help script and navigate people through the community to discover 
the various assets the community has to offer and define the type of impression 
that we want to provide tourists/visitors, future residents, developers, and business 
owners/employers. Wayfinding also offers the opportunity to incorporate community 
interpretation information.

4.2 DESIGN GUIDELINES
In moving forward with each CPMP initiative, a comprehensive set of design elements 
specifically suited for the Villager of Ryley needs to be established to draw upon 
the essences and themes. Some of these elements will be wholly unique to the 
community, whereas others may be created from generic components through ‘add-
ons’, adaptations, and retrofitting. For example, a bench may be developed from 
a commercially available generic model modified with colour, Village logo(s), etc., 
whereas others — (e.g., planters) — may be designed ‘from the ground up’. The intent 
of the design elements is that they will be suitable for general application throughout 
the Village. Of course, modifications or adaptations will be necessary for any given 
element depending on the specific requirements of its proposed context within the 
community.

The following provides recommended design guidelines for specific planning and 
design element components identified within the CPMP. Further development of these 
guidelines should be completed with community engagement and input to define a 
level of application and refinement that fits the Village of Ryley. All components should 
be assessed and selected to promote the following key community strategies:

• An Enhanced Village Vibrancy.

• A Connected Community.

• A Safe, Accessible and Inclusive Community.

• A Community with a Unique Sense of Place.

• A Green and Sustainable Community; and

• A Legibility and Cohesiveness Community.
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4.2.1 Complete Streets1

Complete Streets are designed for all ages, abilities, and modes of travel. On 
Complete Streets, safe and comfortable access for pedestrians, bicycles, transit 
users and people with disabilities is not an afterthought, but an integral planning 
feature. A Complete Streets policy ensures that transportation planners and engineers 
consistently design and operate the entire street network for all road users, not only 
motorists. Complete Streets offer wide ranging benefits. They are cost effective, 
sustainable, and safe. The link between Complete Streets and public health is well 
documented. Jurisdictions across North America already include Complete Streets 
policies in their suite of preventative health strategies. Complete Streets also promote 
livability. Human-scale design treatments such as surface treatments, street furniture, 
trees and wide pedestrian rights-of-way animate our public realm and encourage 
people to linger. Complete Streets can exist in communities of all shapes and sizes. 
There is no singular approach to Complete Streets. However, Complete Street policies 
ensure that transportation planners and engineers design and manage infrastructure 
for all ages, abilities, and modes of travel across the entire transportation network. 

1Complete Streets for Canada 

4.2.2 Low Impact Development

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) defines low impact development 
(LID) as “an approach to land development (or re-development) that works with 
nature to manage storm water as close to its source as possible” (US EPA, 2010). This 
approach focuses on maintaining or restoring the natural hydrological processes 
of a site, providing opportunities for natural processes to take place. Key principles 
in LID include preserving natural site features; small scale, integrated storm water 
management controls dispersed throughout the site; minimizing and disconnecting 
impervious areas; controlling storm water as close to its source as possible; prolonging 
storm water runoff flow paths and times; and creating multi-functional landscapes. 
-Definition from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).

Key LID applications for consideration in Ryley include:

• Reduce imperviousness by using permeable paving or landscaping to break up 
expanses of impervious surfaces.

• Direct runoff into or across vegetated areas to help filter runoff and encourage 
groundwater recharge.

• Preserve, or design into the infrastructure, naturally vegetated areas that are near 
parking areas, buildings, and other impervious expanses to slow runoff, filter out 
pollutants, and facilitate infiltration.

• Use devices such as bioretention cells, vegetated swales, infiltration trenches, and 
dry wells to increase storage volume and facilitate infiltration.

• Disconnect roof downspouts and direct storm water into vegetated areas or into 
water collection devices.

• Use native plants (or adaptable species) to establish an adaptable and low 
maintenance landscape that requires less irrigation and are appropriate for the 
climatic conditions.

4.2.3 Safe Journey Routes

The Safe Journey program has been established to review traffic safety for its schools, 
to minimize the risk of collisions and injuries involving students by identifying specific 
strategies and programs through a holistic 4-E approach (Engineering-Education-
Encouragement-Enforcement) and to improve general neighbourhood conditions that 
provide safe and accessible connections from neighbourhood to neighbourhood and 
other surrounding local and regional destinations.

Transportation Modes:

• Vehicles

• School buses

• Pedestrian

• Bicycles (associated modes)

• Public transit, etc.

Safe Journey Strategies

• On street and dedicated parking

• Pick-up/Drop-off areas - design, compliance, etc.

• Speed Zones

• Intersections and crosswalks (design, accessibility/inclusivity, signing, markers/
beacons, integrated routing and defined crossing locations, surface materials, 
lighting, automated pedestrian detection, speed detection signing, and other 
consistent standards).

• Routing and route design guidelines (promoting safe and accessible modes of 
active transportation).

• Seasonal conditions. vii. Integrative Planning and Development of Land Uses 
(vehicular and pedestrian access/egress, parking, building siting, sight lines, etc.).

• Education programs.

• Promoting busing and public transit.

• Operations and maintenance approach/policy.

Safe Journey Routes (Refer to Figure 5 - Corridors Map) have been identified crossing 
50 Street and 50 Avenue; and 50 Street and 51 Avenue to support the safe/secure 
movement of people (especially children) from west to east and from neighbourhood 
to neighbourhood to key destinations (e.g., schools, parks/open space, etc.). Key 
enhancement considerations include:

• Refer to Complete Street design guidelines for applications (e.g., intersection/
crossings, lane widths, etc.) along 50 Street that would support Safe Journey 
Routes development.
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• Applying speed tables, as part of Complete Street redevelopment along 50 Street, 
to define Safe Journey Route (barrier-free) crossings and reduce vehicle speed 
through the Downtown/Mainstreet District.  

• Developing Park space and greenways to support safe/secure movement and 
connectivity between community districts.

4.2.4 Green Spaces

Green spaces include parks, open space, and natural areas. Key design guideline 
considerations include:

• Introduce Park signs/entrances, directories, community notice boards and 
identification, additional interpretive signage, and wayfinding.

• Key natural heritage features should be preserved to protect natural vegetation, 
ecological functions, and the cultural landscape.

• Natural drainage networks should be maintained to support stormwater 
management infrastructure such as stormwater management ponds.

• Develop Ryley’s Parks and Open Space network. 

• Enhance community gathering opportunities by incorporating seating nodes, 
unique activity areas (games, music, adventure and nature play, community 
gardens), park shelters and/or facilities (prefabricated/ modular architecture).

• Establish identified natural areas and associated greenway corridors as 
unique features within The Village of Ryley, incorporating natural conservation 
approaches to grassland, woodlands, wetland systems, and creating a recreational 
(e.g., trails, boardwalks, trail head/node areas, etc.) and educational resource 
(e.g., watchable wildlife, interpretive features, School/ program sites, etc.) for the 
community and visitors. All greenway corridors should be developed with specific 
construction standards and a components kit-of-parts (e.g., site furnishings, 
signing, and features), utilizing the noted essences and themes in their design. 

• Create Safe Journey routes from East to West within the community. 

• Introduce opportunities for public art.

• Assess the requirement for parking lot development in park areas, in conjunction 
with trail head locations.

• Enhance Park sustainability, public perception, and education, and reduce 
operations/ maintenance through park naturalization program, that includes the 
integration and interactions between geology, topology, hydrology (LID), soils 
plants, animals, the land, and human use.

• Naturalized and indigenous plantings should be used wherever possible, reducing 
maintained turf areas/maintenance. 

• Park entrance design should provide amenities including visitor drop-off, 
pedestrian scale lighting, and signage to assist in orientation and use of park 
amenities. 

• Where possible, playground surfaces and park equipment should consider the use 

of recycled materials.

• Playground facilities should feature equipment that incorporates the principles of 
universal design. 

• Signs to assist orientation, heritage interpretation elements, public art and park 
maps should be coordinated at park entrances to avoid unnecessary clutter. 

• Where possible, parks may be directly connected to school sites to encourage 
mutual use of outdoor and parking facilities.

• Highly visible connections should link the major park amenities and facilities 
through walkways and bicycle paths. 

• Vehicular connections through parkland should be limited to emergency vehicle 
routes and access to major park facilities and parking areas. 

4.2.6 Trail/ Active Transportation Design

Trails and active transportation connectors are important components of community 
living and promoting an active and healthy lifestyle for residents. Trails and active 
transportation development provides the opportunity to integrate and link all areas 
of the community with inclusive, safe, secure, and accessible routes for pedestrian 
and non-motorized use. Note: Currently there are no established active transportation 
routes and hubs within the community. The photographs (below) provide examples 
of existing trails within the Village and illustrate how materiality varies depending on 
location/intended use of the corridor. 

The following provides design guideline considerations for trail/active transportation 
enhancement and development in the Village of Ryley.

Typical Trail Types:

Type 1: Shared-Use Path Trail
Material: Asphalt
Width: 2.0-3.0m

Type 2: Sidewalks
Material: Concrete/Unit Pavers
Width: 1.5-1.8m

Type 3: Nature Trails
Material: Gravel/Mulch
Width: 1.8-3.0m

Type 4: Natural Area Trails
Material: Boardwalk
Width: 2.5-3.5m

Type 1: Shared-Use Path

Type 2: Sidewalks

Type 3: Nature Trails

Type 4: Natural Area Trails
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Typical Design Guidelines and Amenities

Type 1. Multi Use Trail

• Maintain appropriate sightlines where possible.

• Establish trail head locations, complete with trails/park directory (route markers/
trail maps) and wayfinding, interpretive signing, parking, washrooms, seating/
picnic areas, lighting, etc.  

• Add bollards or barriers at trail heads to indicate it is the beginning of a trail

• Major walkways near roadway should have buffer planting to block pedestrians 
from traffic and to buffer vehicular sound and improve the aesthetics and ‘feel’ of 
the area by providing a more natural appearance. 

• Fencing around high traffic areas should be included to aid in separating 
pedestrian and vehicular zones and to increase general safety.

• The addition of appropriate pedestrian scaled lighting, wayfinding signage, and 
seating areas (every 500m).  Incorporate essence and theme components. 

• New trails should provide continuous walking/ biking paths that connect 
community hubs and existing greenspaces throughout Ryley. 

• Ensure there is trail narrowing, serpentine layout, choke / pinch points and other 
features such as challenge features that reduce the speeds in which the user 
travels along the trail as they approach rest or gathering areas.

• Trailhead information at trailhead/interpretive panels, route markers/trail maps.

• Signage and/or painted centerlines to identify separate lanes for opposing 
directions of travel.

• Incorporate barrier-free accessibility.

• Refer to Design Guidelines Section 4.2 for recommended Complete Street, Green 
Street, Low Impact Development, Safe Journey Route, Winter Community Design, 
Site Landscape, Site Furniture and Feature design applications.

Type 2. Sidewalks

• Maintain appropriate sightlines where possible.

• Fencing around high traffic areas should be included to aid in separating 
pedestrian and vehicular zones and to increase general safety.

• Application of sod/native seed or planted beds to separate hardscape uses.

• Incorporate pedestrian scale lighting to increase safety for use at night, in the 
winter and to enhance character and theming.

• Incorporate opportunities for rest nodes every 500m (including a seating waste 
receptacle). 

• Node seating areas.

• Improved lighting in high use areas. 

• Incorporate barrier-free accessibility. Maximum slopes of 5%.

• Refer to Design Guidelines Section 4.2 for recommended Complete Street, Green 
Street, Low Impact Development, Safe Journey Route, Winter Community Design, 
Site Landscape, Site Furniture and Feature design applications.

Type 3. Nature Trails

• Maintain appropriate sightlines where possible.

• Establish trail head locations, complete with trails/park directory (route markers/
trail maps) and wayfinding, interpretive signing, parking, washrooms, seating/
picnic areas, lighting, etc.  

• Add bollards or barriers at trail heads to indicate it is the beginning of a trail. 

• Offer places where people can experience the natural landscape (e.g., seating 
(sheltered) nodes, look-outs, and boardwalks, complete with interpretive signage).

• Provide seating/rest nodes, complete with benches, animal resistant waster 
receptacles, and picnic sites -picnic tables).

• Incorporate barrier-free accessibility (where feasible).

• Refer to Design Guidelines Section 4.2 for recommended Complete Street, Green 
Street, Low Impact Development, Safe Journey Route, Winter Community Design, 
Site Landscape, Site Furniture and Feature design applications.

Type 4. Natural Area Trails

• Incorporate trails along areas of least disturbance to sensitive wetlands. 

• Incorporate educational signage along the boardwalk / trail system for users to 
learn about ecosystems. 

• Ensure Park paths act as connector points to adjacent gathering areas/other trails 
wherever possible. 

4.2.7 Winter Community Design

Applying winter community design into northern communities supports year-round 
sustainability (environmental, social, economic, cultural) and quality, turning winter into 
an advantage. The following are components that can be applied to support winter 
community design in Ryley:

• Landform – to define edges, enhance microclimate and use.

• Building Design – incorporating essence/theme (e.g., materials, colour, lighting, 
etc.); enhancing microclimate through building orientation, massing, and edge 
development; and outdoor spill-out opportunities (e.g., outdoor cafes with heating 
unit or outdoor fire pits)

• Streetscape Design - streetscape enhancements (e.g., wider/maintained 
sidewalks, snow storage space, boulevard trees, site furnishing that support 
year-round use and comfort, lighting, wayfinding, etc.); and street crossings (lit/
reflective signs, lights, audible systems, line painting, etc.).

• Nodes – establishing climate sensitive gathering spaces.

• Activity Spaces: establishing district specific winter activity spaces and 
connectivity (e.g., skating opportunities in central spaces).

• Landscape – the use of hardy plant materials that provide winter interest and 
support microclimate control.

• Interactive art displays and festivals and programmed events.

• Winter maintenance – select trails, neighbourhood/downtown sidewalks, and 
node maintenance.

4.2.8 Site Landscape

A site landscape palette for each district should be established to support the 
definition of identified nodes, edges, and connector initiatives. Native/ornamental 
trees, shrubs, perennials, and grasses should be selected to provide year-round 
form, texture and colour; promote continuity, accent and rhythm; maintain hardiness 
and seasonal variety; create a manageable environment related to operations and 
maintenance efficiency (e.g., reduce the amount of turf maintenance); establish a safe 
and secure environment for pedestrians and motorists – following the guidelines of 
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED); and consider Low Impact 
Development based applications.
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4.2.9 Site Furniture and Features

Site furniture and features should be consistent and reflect selected essence and 
theme components. Site furniture selection should consider manufacture/supplier 
locality, aesthetics, form and function, material/properties and year-round use and 
durability, assembly and installation requirements, maintenance requirements, and 
hardware replacement availability/ease. The following is a list of suggested site 
furniture and features that aligns with the envisioned theme outlined in Section 3.1 
(e.g. heritage / contemporary that support a railway themed approach). (Supplier – 
Wishbone). 

Benches & Picnic Tables: Railway tie style benches should be included at all nodes, 
key community destinations and along pedestrian connectors in combination with 
bicycle racks and waste receptacles. (Supplier – Wishbone).

Waste Receptacles: heritage style receptacles should be included at all nodes, key 
community destinations and along pedestrian connectors in combination with bicycle 
racks and benches. (Local supplier – Oliver James). Along Nature Trails, animal-proof 
waste receptacles should be considered. (Example Supplier: Wishbone).

Bicycle Racks & Bollards: heritage style/standard bicycle racks should be included 
at all nodes, key community destinations, and along pedestrian connectors in 
combination with benches and waste receptacles. Bollards (hitching posts) should be 
included in all areas where vehicle mitigation is required in high pedestrian use areas 
to buffer and delineate space and to increase overall aesthetic of the area. (Local 
supplier – Wishbone).

Planters: consistent essence/theme designed planters (in a variety of sizes) should be 
included at primary nodes and key community destinations in combination with site 

landscape (district, node, edge, connector based) development/enhancements and 
hanging baskets application in downtown/main street areas.  Planters should include 
self-watering units to reduce maintenance requirements.

Fences & Screens: essence/theme (e.g., ranch/agricultural) designed fencing should 
be applied to support the development and enhancement of districts, landmark/key 
community destinations, nodes, edges, and connectors and conditions (e.g., sound 
attenuation) in a safe and secure (e.g., CPTED) manner.

Branding & Signing: Building upon the wayfinding system established by the Village 
of Ryley, other considerations for consistent branding and signing within identified 
districts include banners (theme/program/event based); destination/facility/park 
signing; site furniture/feature branding; bollards/ railway tie branding; streetlight/
component branding; interpretive signage; gateway/entry features; local business/
industry advertisement signs; district-based sign blades.

Street Lighting: Establish district-based street lighting based on essence/theme 
development and selected based on function (vehicular, pedestrian, building façade, 
spot/highlighting, etc.), type (streetlight, bollard, wall mounted, etc.) and potential 
sustainability initiatives (e.g., Dark Sky, LED, solar powered, etc).

Public Art: Incorporate an essence/theme based public art program to enhance 
districts. Key public art considerations include static and interactive sculpture; 
integrated/applied art (e.g., building facades, pavement, site furniture, and/or wall 
murals - especially in the Downtown/Mainstreet district); art gardens, complete with 
display boxes/panels; banners; sensory art (sound, sight, smell); natural/environmental 
art (landform, planting, water, etc.); ephemeral (non-permanent) performance/
installations; etc.
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5.0 COMMUNITY PLACEMAKING FRAMEWORK
To enhance a sense of place for the Village of Ryley, it is important to identify and 
rely on the existing and potential interactions between districts, landmarks, nodes, 
edges, and pathways to form the CPMP and key enhancement components in a 
comprehensive and implementable format. Village Districts include built form areas 
(e.g., Downtown/Mainstreet, commercial, residential, etc.) that integrate with natural 
features (e.g., parks, open space, wetlands, creeks, recreational areas, pedestrian 
oriented spaces, etc.) and social patterns of life (e.g., the concentration of perceived 
activity – learning, working and social experiences) to create areas of geographic and 
visual reference and destination.  Landmarks include natural (e.g., creeks; fields, forest 
areas, wetlands, ponds, etc.); built form and other community features that are visually 
recognizable, provide geographic reference and support community interpretation 
(e.g., history, culture, arts, etc.) and wayfinding. Nodes include key vehicular and 
pedestrian intersections and destinations/areas with a higher concentration of activity. 
Edges include natural (e.g., creeks, wetlands, ponds, woodlots, etc.) and built form 
boundaries (e.g., the density, massing, setback, and facade treatment of buildings; 
key roadway boundaries; and streetscape features – treed boulevards, fencing, 
lighting, furnishings, etc.). Connectors include key vehicular and pedestrian routes and 
their character, theme, spatial quality, landscape treatment, and convergence (e.g., 
terminals, directional/way-finding qualities and networks).

The following section assesses the existing qualities of districts, landmarks, nodes, 
edges, and connectors within the community, and identifies specific development 
and enhancement considerations for future implementation.  These are further 
supplemented with recommended community design guidelines in Section 4.2. 

Please note that the following sections and conceptual mapping and illustrations 
identify Districts, Landmarks, Nodes, Edges, Connectors within the Village boundary. 
It is recommended that the extension of these framework components be integrated 
with existing and future land development networks; inter-municipal and regional 
planning; and infrastructure development and redevelopment projects within the 
Village and surrounding County.

5.1 DISTRICTS
• The following Districts and proposed development enhancements have been 

defined for the Village of Ryley (Refer to Figure 1 - Districts Map). 

1 Downtown/Main Street

2  Green Space

2A  Active Recreation / Campground

2B  Natural Area / Outdoor Education Centre

2C Park / Open Space

3  Cultural

4  Residential

5  Industrial

1  DOWNTOWN / MAIN STREET 

Located partially along 50 Avenue and 50 Street, the Downtown/Mainstreet is the 
‘heart’ of the community, providing visitors and travelers their first impressions of the 
community and supporting local downtown businesses.  

Key CPMP considerations for this district include, yet are not limited to:

• Refer to Design Guideline Section 4.2 for recommended Complete Street, Green 
Street, Low Impact Development, Safe Journey Route, Winter Community Design, 
Site Landscape, Site Furniture and Feature design applications.

• Introduce landmark gateway components along 50 Avenue at the entrances 
from Highway 14 to lead visitors into the Downtown/Mainstreet District. These 
components should utilize selected community essence and theme components 
to celebrate and enhance first impressions of Ryley. 

• Establish architectural guidelines for Downtown/Mainstreet businesses and 
preserve existing historic buildings.

• Improve wayfinding in the Downtown/Mainstreet District.

• Enhance node development (e.g., site furnishings and features) at intersections 
and mid-block commercial frontage areas.

• Improve pedestrian crossing at 50 Street intersections as part of identified Safe 
Journey Routes.

• Assess and prepare a business development program that promotes symbiotic 
business relationships between local/regional industry and downtown/main street 
businesses (i.e., breweries, coffee shops, marijuana facilities, dairy, equestrian 
equipment, beef producers, bakeries, and seasonal produce).

• Establish a linear park system and a central gathering space between 50 Street 
and the railway tracks to enhance connectivity and Downtown/Mainstreet 
aesthetics,  entice traffic off the highway and support downtown development and 
growth with park/celebration opportunities, short-term parking (cars/truckers), and 
support facilities and amenities (washroom, picnic areas, etc).

2A  ACTIVE RECREATION / CAMPGROUND 

The Active Recreation green space is comprised of the baseball fields, playground, 
curling club, outdoor rink, and campground. It is the location that hosts the yearly 
summer fest event. 

Key CPMP considerations for the Active Recreation / Campground include:

• Development of trails to connect key features within the active recreation zone. 
This would include the development and enhancement of defined trails; rest 
areas (ever 500 m); staging areas; and signs/entrances, directories, additional 
interpretive signage, and wayfinding. Refer to Design Guidelines (Section 4.2) for 
trail specific considerations.

• BBQ pit plan improvements

• Campground site improvements

• Stage relocation and improvements

• Portable Washroom improvements / additions / relocation

2B  NATURAL AREA / OUTDOOR EDUCATION CENTRE 

North of the Active Recreation green space is a large natural area and existing 
education park that was donated by Clean Harbours. 

Key CPMP considerations for the Natural Area / Outdoor Education Centre include:

• Trail development 

• Education Programming and signage

• Conserve, enhance, consolidate existing Green Space / wetlands to support active 
/ passive community use and sustainability.

• Safe crossing established between wetland and education park at 57 Avenue. 

2C  PARK / OPEN SPACE

 The greenspace located north of 57 Avenue, has potential to expand as park an open 
space. 

Key CPMP considerations for the Parks and Open Space include:

• Development of a disc golf course 

• Incorporate trail connections with the active recreation, natural area/ education 
centre. 

3  CULTURAL

The Cultural District currently includes the Ryley school, the community centre, the 
museum, and a vehicle restoration shop. Key CPMP considerations for the Cultural 
District include:

Key CPMP considerations for the Cultural District include:

• Extend the Cultural District to support connectivity between Residential Districts 
to the west and Park/Open Space districts to the east, and the Downtown/
Main Street District, incorporating and enhancing civic-based facilities (schools, 
museums, village hall, community halls, seniors residence, etc.)and amenities

4  RESIDENTIAL 
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Key Plan considerations for this district include yet are not limited to: For future 
developments encourage private developers to establish a neighbourhood context 
and housing types that reflect the CPMP essences and themes. 

Integrate and establish specific district themes and essences that reflect and interpret 
local and regional history, culture, and landscape. Introduce neighborhood features 
and components that support and define the community. These components could 
include:

• Boulevard (Public right-of-way) Enhancements: Landscape (sustainable/LID 
treatments), materials, features (lighting), and furnishings (hard and soft site 
landscape) pending CN ROW approvals. 

• Refer to Design Guidelines (Section 4.2) for general green space and trail design 
guideline considerations.

• Refer to Design Guideline Section 4.2 for recommended Complete Street, Low 
Impact Development, Safe Journey Route, Winter Community Design, Site 
Landscape, Site Furniture and Feature design applications.

• Provide neighborhood amenities through parks, open space, and greenways to 
enhance safety / security, and accessibility.

• Retain existing landscape/ecological features where possible.

• Sight lines should be considered in the location of trees planted at intersections.

• Natural site features should be retained where possible to strengthen native 
ecological presence. 

5  INDUSTRIAL

Defining industry and business areas in Ryley is an important community placemaking 
component. To define, support and grow industry and business within Ryley. Key Plan 
considerations include, yet are not limited to:

• Refer to Design Guidelines (Section 4.2) for general green space and trail design 
guideline considerations.

• Refer to Design Guideline Section 4.2 for recommended Complete Street, Low 
Impact Development, Safe Journey Route, Winter Community Design, Site 
Landscape, Site Furniture and Feature design applications.

• Provide future Active Transportation routes and links to surrounding commercial, 
residential, and other destinations within the Village.

• Design highly visible entrances using landscaping, gateway features/way-finding 
and other design amenities. 

• Ensure there is adequate natural buffering/soft edges where possible (can be 
used to block overly ‘industrial’ views from roadway). 

FIGURE 1 - DISTRICTS
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5.2 LANDMARKS AND DESTINATIONS
Landmarks include significant buildings, special geographic features, and important 
historical / cultural sites which aid in providing orientation and create a ‘sense of place’ 
for the Village of Ryley. Future Landmark development should be incorporated in 
conjunction with primary nodes, connectors, and edges to provide enhanced visual 
reference, wayfinding, and destination. 

Key Destinations identified to date include (Refer to Figure 2 – Landmarks and 
Destinations):

Existing Key Destinations:

A. Village of Ryley Government Office

B. Beaver County Service Centre

C. Legion 

D. Senior Citizen Centre - Sunshine Club

E. Ryley Curling Rink

F. Museum

G. Ryley Community Centre

H. Ryley Campground

I. Ryley Lions Park

J. Ryley Sports Grounds

K. Ryley Centennial Park

L. Earth Academy Park

M. Ryley Swimming Pool

N. Ryley School

O. Bethel Lutheran Church 

P. Seventhday Adventist Church

Q. Good News Community Church

R. Total Life Christian Church

These destinations should be identified on all future Village directory and wayfinding 
signage and community/visitor information to maintain consistency and clarity. A 
Village directory should be installed at all community destinations, as they are all 
considered as primary nodes within the community.  

FIGURE 2 - LANDMARKS & DESTINATIONS
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5.3  NODES
Nodes include vehicular and pedestrian intersections; destinations (Refer to 
Landmarks); parks, open space & natural areas and other gathering spaces that have 
a higher concentration of activity within the community that support accessibility, 
inclusivity and wayfinding. As illustrated on the Nodes mapping (Refer to Figure 3), 
directly relate to the districts, corridors, and landmarks / destinations. 

Key Plan considerations and design guidelines include, yet are not limited to: 

Primary Nodes: are located at key gateways and intersections. Three primary 
nodes have been identified within the Village of Ryley. Each of these locations 
define entry into the Village and should be utilized as ‘gateways’ into and out of 
the community. The central primary node should incorporate Downtown/Mainstreet 
district development and/or enhancement considerations. All primary nodes should 
incorporate selected essence, theme, and design guideline components. 

Secondary Nodes: are featured at key secondary connector intersections supporting 
community vehicular and pedestrian wayfinding. All secondary nodes should 
incorporate selected essence, theme, and design guideline components. 

Tertiary Nodes: are defined intersections or respites along Corridors. Tertiary 
intersections would include secondary roadway intersections, trail heads, park/
open space/natural area entrances, trail intersections, etc. These intersections 
would incorporate features such as trail head directories, wayfinding/interpretive 
signage, and site furniture. Tertiary respites include seating nodes, picnic areas, 
areas of interest/interpretation, etc., along trail/active transportation Corridors and 
within park/open space and natural areas.  To enhance accessibility and inclusivity, 
it is recommended that tertiary nodes be applied on a 500m (min.) interval along all 
Corridors. All tertiary nodes should incorporate selected essence, theme, and design 
guideline components. Note: Currently, active transportation hubs do not exist in 
Ryley. Future proposed active transportation hubs within the community can serve 
as “Trail Heads” for the green space and trails system. These hubs would include 
features such as: parking, amenities/services, directory/way-finding systems.  

FIGURE 3 - NODES
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5.4 EDGES
Edges are the visually / physically prominent boundaries between different areas 
of a community. In Ryley, edge conditions have been defined by the boundaries 
along primary corridors; downtown/mainstreet; greenspace, industrial, cultural, and 
residential. Refer to Figure 4.

Key CPMP considerations and design guidelines include, yet are not limited to: 

• Enhance gateway/entry edges using design guideline components. For example, 
edge component additions, such as rustic 3-rail ranch fencing, can be used to 
establish an affordable, formal, and integrative edge condition that is consistent 
with essence and theme development to establish visual continuity along 50 
Avenue, incorporating primary and secondary Node development. 

• Encourage transitions that define boundaries, but also encourage openness and 
connectivity. (e.g., breaks within trails to extend into park systems or adjacent site 
amenities). 

• Preserve, conserve, and enhance the integrity of the natural area through the 
addition of edge related design guideline components. 

• Include additional planting to enhance edges, promote naturalization and the 
inclusion of native species and to create a buffer from surrounding developments. 

• Ensure that the edges defining the railway and surrounding residential are clearly 
marked and partially buffered by planting wherever possible. 

• Refer to Design Guidelines (Section 4.2) for recommended Complete Street, 
Low Impact Development, Safe Journey Route, Winter Community Design, Site 
Landscape, Site Furniture and Feature design applications; and green space and 
trail design guideline considerations. 

FIGURE 4 - EDGES 
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5.5  CORRIDORS
There are three main types of Corridors (Primary, Secondary and Tertiary) identified 
within the Village of Ryley (Refer to Figure 5), which are supported by a network of 
trail systems. Primary Corridors are the main arteries into and through the community 
and define the main (linear) gateways into Ryley. Secondary Corridors are the key 
collector corridors within the community, providing vehicular / pedestrian access and 
wayfinding to various districts. Tertiary connectors include residential roads/sidewalks, 
alleyways, and trails/active transportation routes.

Key Plan considerations and design guidelines include, yet are not limited to:

Primary Connectors: Highway 14, Highway 854, 50 Avenue, 50 Street, and 57 Avenue 
are the primary arteries into the community and provide opportunities for linear 
gateway development to better define these corridors and establish an enhanced 
sense of arrival utilizing the essence, theme, and design guideline components 
(refer to section 4.2). For example, gateway / linear edge development can include 
landscaping, LID features, fencing/screens, public art, vertical features, and signage. 
Repetition and consistency through the implementation of these elements will help 
unify the overall theme of the connector and community. 

Secondary Connectors: North/South: 47 Street, 49 Street, 51 Street have been defined 
as secondary connectors. East/West: 51 Avenue and 52 Avenue have been defined 
as secondary connectors. These connectors provide access to key district and/or 
neighbourhood areas. Secondary connectors should define the districts/neighborhood 
areas they transect, integrating opportunities for the design guideline applications 
(Refer to Section 3.3), and supporting community connectivity and movement. Refer 
to Design Guidelines (Section 4.2) for recommended Complete Street, Low Impact 
Development, Safe Journey Route, Winter Community Design, Site Landscape, Site 
Furniture and Feature design applications; and green space and trail design guideline 
considerations. 

Tertiary Connectors: should be enhanced to provide improved downtown, residential, 
parks/open space and natural area walkability, accessibility, and inclusivity through 
design guideline applications (Refer to Section 4.2). 

Safe Journey: routes have been identified to support the safe/secure movement 
of people (especially children) from west to east (across Highway 2A) and from 
neighbourhood to neighbourhood to key destinations (e.g., schools, parks/open 
space, etc.). Refer to Section 4.2 for further suggested Safe Journey Route design 
guideline applications.

Shared Use Path/Trails: Currently the Village of Ryley has no trails. Opportunities for 
trail development have been noted on the CPMP. 

FIGURE 5 - CORRIDORS 
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6.0 PLAN IMPLEMENTATION & NEXT STEPS
6.1 ADOPTING THE PLAN
To be developed following Village administration and council review of proposed 
improvements outlined in section 1 to 5.  

6.2 FUNDING THE PLAN

6.3 THE NEED FOR DETAILED PLANS AND IMPLEMENTATION 

6.4 PHASING THE PLAN 

6.5 MEASURING PLAN SUCCESS 

6.6 MONITORING, EVALUATING, AND UPDATING THE PLAN


